NT Window gets Most Efficient product designation from
ENERGY STAR®.
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NT Window is bringing in the New Year with another product designation offered by the
ENERGY STAR® program. The ENERGY STAR Most Efficient Windows mark is an extension
of the ENERGY STAR® brand and is designed to recognize and advance the most efficient
products among those in the industry that qualify for the ENERGY STAR designation. The goal
of this endeavor is to promote and encourage the development of new, more energy-efficient
products into the market more quickly.
Each year, the EPA establishes criteria for specific product categories to earn the Most Efficient
mark. Products that are recognized as Most Efficient must already qualify for the ENERGY
STAR label, but they efficiency of the product must go even further. “NT Window has always
been focused on providing our customers with the very best in quality, performance and overall
efficiency in our category” says Ryon Ray, Chief Operating Officer at NT Window. Ray went on
to add, “Our focus has always been to exceed baseline product performance on every level so that
goal influences our product design, development and overall product offering. The Most
Efficient designation we’ve received from ENERGY STAR is one that we honor in a special way
because it shows our customers that at NT, good enough is just not acceptable but superior
products give you so much more for your investment.”
One of the first in the industry to receive this designation, NT Window has already begun to look
ahead to what they can do to further offer the highest in efficiency to homeowners they serve.
“Designing and manufacturing products that serve the function the customer needs as well as
meet the increasing needs of more sustainable options are what we are most proud of, and that’s
what we do everyday. Make better products, offer them at a fair price and back them by an
outstanding warranty.”

While all NT products are not yet eligible for the Most Efficient mark, NT Window still
considers the future inclusion of other products in the program. As more product
designations become available NT keeps ahead of the curve in regard to overall
efficiency and product performance when developing new products.
About NT Window:

NT Window was founded in 1990 in Texas and has, over its 25-year history become an
industry leader in manufacturing aluminum and vinyl windows, serving both the
replacement and new construction markets. NT Window now offers a complete line of
windows suit for residential and commercial buildings. With an in-house extrusion
supplier and over 250 independent dealer and distributor relationships in the southern
United States including Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico, and
Mississippi, NT Window produces over 100,000 windows per year in our Dallas/Fort
Worth manufacturing plant. All of our window lines are NFRC and AAMA certified to
meet your specific building requirements. More information can be found at
www.ntwindow.com/energystar
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